GNET with Good Samaritan Network

confirms the power of the network and the Hamilton County community.

It’s Convenient!
It’s Simple!
Use Your Phone!
Go Online!

Good Samaritan Network
www.gsnlive.org
317-842-2603
**CONNECT. COLLABORATE. COMMUNICATE. ADVOCATE.**

GNET with Good Samaritan Network confirms the power of the network and the Hamilton County community. It’s convenient! It’s simple! Use your phone! Go online! Anytime!

**What is the overall initiative for GNET?**

Look for creative means to develop the network hub and engage those represented among this diverse group of local agencies, non-profits, pantries, human service providers, churches, businesses, government, schools, and individuals within Hamilton County - as we grow and extend the network hub.

Find a simple and unified approach to develop a more comprehensive hub for Hamilton County - offering a wide-ranging view of the work and capabilities impacting the community by network members/partners.

Develop an approach that more effectively allows us to connect, collaborate, communicate and advocate while enhancing and developing a wider community identity and visibility throughout Hamilton County for all participants; and provide an up to date approach which utilizes desktop, online, and mobile access capabilities!

Advocate and recognize members/partners who exist to strengthen and advance our community through cohesive services and efforts, education, a referral system, client support and assistance, networking opportunities and a shared approach for serving people!

**Five Supporting/Primary Initiatives**

Here are five (5) primary initiatives Good Samaritan Network initialized when developing the launch of GNET:

- Enhance our approach for connecting, collaborating, communicating and advocating and developing a simple and up to date approach utilizing desktop, online, and mobile access capabilities.
- Expand and fast-track the connections and communications across the network.
- Driving a common profile and reporting framework among the network.
- Weaving together results-driven information and databases to enable a more inclusive and improved search engine type approach.
- Directly integrating immediate access of relevant and current information that member agencies, organizations and individuals can use 24/7 – provided directly by them.

- Members added to a bundle - bundle admin (subscription / level dependent)
- COMING! Resource Pages – find curated resources and capacity building materials (grant research, board, and governance, leadership, etc). (subscription / level dependent)
- COMING! Submissions to select digital resources (like News, Community Events Calendar, GNET Marketplace, Advancing Hamilton County, eLearning, etc). (subscription / level dependent)
- Take advantage of Member-only discounts and offers (subscription / level dependent).
- COMING! Opportunities to present programs (unique to Network monthly meetings, using your content and GNET contacts – moderated and approved by GSN Staff – based on subscription / level dependent)
- COMING! Enjoy promotion and sponsorship opportunities (subscription / level dependent)

  > Basic Limited Benefit

**Current Subscription/Membership Options**

**Basic Contact**

- Any organization, business, non-profit or individual can apply. Allows one individual membership (1 contact/member). Limited benefits.
- This level is for contact and communications only - no additional benefit(s).

**Pantry**

- Reserved for any confirmed Hamilton County Pantry (Baby, Food, Clothing or Household). A pantry can apply for membership at a discounted group rate with up to 2 membership profiles (contacts/members). Limited benefits.
- Basic benefits with limited access.
- Feature: Subscribe, View, Comment Post to Hamilton County Pantry Forum.

**General**

- Any organization, business, non-profit or individual can apply. Allows one individual membership (1 contact/member). Limited benefits.
- Basic benefits with limited access.
- Feature: Subscribe, View, Comment Post to various Forums, Blogs, and Calendar.

Membership Levels can be upgraded or downgraded at any time!

Additional Membership Levels and features will be announced!

It's simple! Use your phone! Go online! Anytime!
**Benefit Highlights**

Beyond a commitment to assist and support Hamilton County’s economically-challenged families, and Good Samaritan Network participants, your GNET membership/partnership includes specific benefits all in one place. Here are a few highlights beyond the primary initiatives being implemented.

- Desktop, Online, Mobile Access 24/7>
- Free download/access to member app (iOS and Android)>
- Self-edit your profile for immediate updates 24/7>
- View other member profile information (subscription/level dependent)
- Build your social impact brand (use your logo and profile)>
- Create community photo albums within your profile promoting your organization for member access. (*privacy settings apply / subscription / level dependent)>
- View (limited/restricted) member-only pages (subscription / level dependent)>
- Decide your own member privacy settings>
- View detailed membership information and profiles among the Network (privacy settings apply / subscription / level dependent)>
- Appear in member directories (privacy settings apply / subscription / level dependent)>
- Appear in FEATURED member section (subscription / level dependent)>
- Appear in NEW member section (subscription / level dependent)>
- COMING! Promote your event(s) on GNET event page (moderated / subscription / level dependent)
- COMING! View, Comment or Post to: Network Community Calendar — announce your own event (moderated / subscription / level dependent)
- COMING! View, Comment or Post to: Advancing Hamilton County - (subscription / level dependent) - provide free or fee-based offers unique to non profits (moderated and approval restrictions may apply)
- Search capabilities - find available services with specific keyword searches (subscription / level dependent)>
- COMING! Create topics and comment in specific online boards/forums with chat-like experiences unique to specific service areas (Job Board, Pantry Forum, Professional Forum, etc) (anti-spam and moderated / subscription / level dependent)>
- Renew or change membership online>
- Receive automatic renewal notices>
- View or register for events online (subscription / level dependent)>
- Register using member-only benefit/registration types (subscription / level dependent)>
- Receive member-only event announcements, reminders>
- Receive Network-wide email blasts and announcements>

**Why Membership?**

The general board of directors has determined a fee schedule is appropriate to provide sustainable services and to oversee the network hub, GNET.

Any organization, business, nonprofit, or individual can subscribe.

This isn’t a one-size-fits-all world anymore. We need to clearly define our audience and seek to provide a go-to resource for our community, and GNET is designed to look after the needs of the network while developing an organized force so collectively we have more weight than the individual parts it represents.

Membership is one of the smartest investments your organization can make. Take advantage of valuable benefits and resources that connects your network-wide and helps you and your staff further your mission. Find an affordable membership option that fits your needs and upgrade at any time.

**Nonprofit Membership**

When you participate with Good Samaritan Network thru GNET, you are immediately connected to a network of professionals from over Hamilton County. This includes organizations and individuals representing local non profits of all sizes, as well as businesses and local funders interested in supporting the work of the network.

GNET helps you connect with your peers, educate your staff, keep up on county information, new trends and recognize the wide-spread view of available services in Hamilton County. You’ll enjoy free educational programs, as well as direct access to curated resources and unique membership discounts. Just as importantly, membership benefits can extend to your entire staff and/or board of directors, depending on your level of partnership.

As a part of the Good Samaritan Network GNET you are immediately connected to network-wide service providers with the most current information available for Hamilton County — kept up to date directly by each member/partner.

Members can quickly register for events, renew their membership, manage their listing/profile content, and receive event reminders and other important notifications. They can rapidly use specific forums and contact links to build relationships and develop extended opportunities among the network hub.

**Online and Mobile**

A FREE mobile member app is available for iOS and Android with quick access for GNET membership, events, profiles, directories, etc.

While the online/desktop experience is the most resourceful for detailed access, edits, forum work, etc., the mobile app is perfect when you’re out and on the go and needing updated access to information about members and agencies! Visit your app store and search for “Wild Apricot for Members.” Be sure to select the “member app.” Your GNET ID (email) and PW will be required after installation.
Look for creative means to develop the network hub and engage those represented among this diverse group of local agencies, non-profits, pantries, human service providers, churches, businesses, government, schools, and individuals within Hamilton County - as we grow and extend the network hub.

Enhance our approach for connecting, collaborating, communicating and advocating and developing a simple and up to date approach utilizing desktop, online, and mobile access capabilities.

GOOD SAMARITAN NETWORK of HAMILTON COUNTY, INC.

CONNECTING!
24H AVAILABILITY

This isn't a one-size-fits-all world. We need to clearly define our audience and seek to connect together as the go-to resources for our community; developing an organized force, so collectively we have more weight than the individual parts we represent.

ADVOCATING!
24H AVAILABILITY

Find a simple and unified approach to develop a more comprehensive hub for Hamilton County - offering a wide-ranging view of the work and capabilities impacting our community by network members/partners.

COLLABORATING & COMMUNICATING!
24H AVAILABILITY

Develop an approach that more effectively allows us to quickly collaborate and communicate while enhancing and developing a wider community identity and visibility throughout Hamilton County for all participants; and provide an up to date approach which utilizes desktop, online, and mobile access capabilities.

CONNECT. COLLABORATE. COMMUNICATE. ADVOCATE.